
HOW TO WRITE A BIBLIOGRAPHY IN CHICAGO FORMAT

Sample bibliography entries follow the notes. For more details and many more examples, see chapter 14 of The
Chicago Manual of Style. For examples of the.

Johnson et al. Smith, Zadie. Sometimes important sources that were consulted, but not cited, are also included.
The Chicago book citation example below shows the full reference for both systems, with the publication year
highlighted. For examples of the same citations using the author-date system, follow the Author-Date link
above. The only difference is the location of the publication year, which is placed right after the author when
using the Author-Date system and after the publisher when using the Notes system. Translated book Note 1.
Appleby, and Magdalena S. Moby-Dick; or, The Whale. Flames in Our Forest: Disaster or Renewal? Herbert
L. This is an example of a full7 and shortened8 footnote containing a journal citation. Covey, Stephen. The
Making of the American Essay. Titles longer than four words should be shortened when using a short note.
New York: Penguin Classics,  To cite multiple sources in a single note, separate the two citations with a
semicolon. Bibliography entries in alphabetical order Grazer, Brian, and Charles Fishman. The bibliography is
placed on a separate page before the appendices. Domino W. Note: the Chicago Style citation examples below
are based on the Notes and Bibliography system , but can just as easily be used for the Author-Date system by
moving the publication year. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,  Kindle edition. However, keep the words Books,
Sons, and Brothers. Accessed June 12,  Borel, Fact-Checking, â€”5. Editor first name last name Place of
publication: Publisher, Year , page number s. Connie J. The editor who compiled the book is listed after the
book title and page range of the cited chapter. If no fixed page numbers are available, cite a section title or a
chapter or other number in the notes, if any or simply omit. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,  Knill,  In
the bibliography, include the page range for the chapter or part. Sangster and Scataglinibelghitar, "Luca
Pacioli,"  Shortened notes 5. Bibliography Entry Arno, Stephen F. Notes: Edition and page number s are
optional and should only be included if relevant. A bibliography goes in alphabetical order by author or title if
there is no author. Do not use bold or large size font for the heading. In the bibliography , all names are
included. Bibliography entry Bay, Rachael A.


